It has become the duty of the board of editors of THE TECH to offer an apology for an article appearing in "The Lounger" of the issue of last week. This article criticised, albeit playfully, the pictures recently donated to the Technology Club by the artist.

We feel, therefore, that we not only owe an apology to the artist and donor of the pictures, but to the Technology Club, because of the decidedly unpleasant position in which our thoughtlessness has placed it. The following extract from a letter to the board from the president of the Technology Club states clearly and forcibly the attitude of the club towards this affair:

"To have been able to comment upon the club at all, 'The Lounger' must be either a student member or the guest of a student member. Therefore, it becomes a duty of the officers to instruct him that any public criticism or ridicule of a club by a member or a guest is a gross breach of courtesy, and would subject the person guilty of it, were he not sheltered by an anonymous which we have no wish to penetrate, to immediate exclusion."

E who shuns the dust and heat of the arena shall not enjoy the cool shade of the olive branch of victory.

—From Freshman Sophomore Cup.

Technology's first Field Day is over with, and the nineteenth of November passes into history as the most successful day of lower-class competition ever recorded in the annals of Tech athletics.

Spurred on by class yells and the large attendance, victors and vanquished made the fights of their lives in order that the dais they represented might have the honor of winning the first wreath on the new cup at this first Field Day. THE TECH cannot but observe how important a factor in the triumph of the victorious class, was the inspiration